LOOP GLIDER

It is amazing that two paper loops fixed at the ends of a straw can glide so elegantly.

1. Cut two strips of paper, one measuring 2 cm x 16 cm and the other 2 cm x 10 cm.
2. Cut a stiff drinking straw or a light reed of 15 cm long.
3. Bend the small strip into a loop so that its ends overlap a bit. Tape the overlapping ends together. Do the same with the large strip.
4. With a piece of sticky tape attach the small loop to one end of the straw.
5. Attach the large loop to the other end.
6. To fly the glider, hold it high with the small loop in the front and throw gently. The loop glider will glide through the air. If the glider wobbles, adjust the position of the loops.